Safety ‘firsts’ with excellent ratings for training course
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The Health & Safety team at Workplace Law (http://www.workplacelaw.net) is delighted to report that
results for candidates taking the NEBOSH General Certificate (http://www.workplacelaw.net) course in
March were excellent, with overall results comprising eight passes, 22 credits and ten distinctions.
Assessment for the NEBOSH General Certificate (http://www.workplacelaw.net) is by an end-of-course
examination comprising two written papers – NGC1 (The management of safety and health) and NGC2
(Controlling workplace hazards) – and a practical assessment (NGC3), which consists of carrying out a
health and safety (http://www.workplacelaw.net) inspection of a workplace and preparing a management
report.
Delegates in March’s cohort achieved 84% for the NGC1 paper, an outstanding 98% for the NGC2 paper and
98% on the NGC3 paper.
Commented Becky Joel, Training and Consulting Manager for Workplace Law Group:
“The results are excellent – the best we have seen for a while – and it’s all thanks to the
dedication of both our expert tutors and hardworking candidates.”

Workplace Law Training's flexible approach to this popular course has seen us double the amount of
students who have studied the NEBOSH General Certificate with us in the past 12 months as well as
increasing our pass rate in the same period.
We always receive positive feedback from our students about the NEBOSH certificate course and comments
include…
“Overall I was very impressed with the quality of Workplace Law's accredited NEBOSH course. The tutors
were very knowledgeable, approachable and gave valuable feedback throughout the course. I was also very
impressed with the venue and the level of service I received.
“A very positive experience which I would recommend to others.”
Tricia Shirley, Chelmsford Essex County
“The full marks I have given the course, tutors, venue, and experience as a whole are a genuine
reflection of the service provided by Workplace Law and not a lazy ticking of the boxes! I honestly
couldn't fault it if I tried. This is my second time with Workplace Law and I would definitely train with
them again and recommend to others.”
Laura Cook, Health and Safety, Trinity College, Cambridge
“Trainers were very knowledgeable in their field and were all easy to approach.”
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Sarah Chawda, ISS Coflex
For more information on Workplace Law NEBOSH courses
visit|http://www.workplacelaw.net/nebosh/national-general-certificate]or call 0871 777 8881.
ENDS
Further information
Workplace Law Group specialises in employment law, health and safety and premises management. It provides
information, advice, training and consulting for organisations throughout the UK, to help them comply
with the law and manage people in the workplace. www.workplacelaw.net
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